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Introduction
Ø We contribute a new ICD dataset, i.e., Negative-
Distractor for Edited Copy (NDEC), with emphasis
on the seldom-noticed hard negative problem
(while preserving the popular hard positive
problem).

Ø We benchmark NDEC with state-of-the-art
methods and correspondingly reveals a
fundamental conflict between the commonly-
adopted symmetric distance and the asymmetric
“reference → edited copy” process.

Ø We propose a novel Asymmetric-Similarity
Learning (ASL) for ICD. ASL uses the norm ratio
as an asymmetric similarity metric to distinguish
edited copy against hard negative samples and
substantially improves ICD.

ExperimentsThe NDEC Set

Code & Data
https://github.com/WangWenhao0716/ASL
If you have any question, please contact:
wangwenhao0716@gmail.com

Ø The hard negative pairs in the training set of the NDEC 
dataset. In each pair, we emphasize the right-side im-
age is not an edited copy (cropped region) of the left-
side image, though the left-side image may be an edited 
copy of the right-side image.

Ø Evaluation on DISC21 and our NDEC. 

Ø The illustration of Asymmetrical-Similarity Learning (ASL). 
In ASL, the norm ratio based loss makes images with 
more content/information have a larger norm. 

Ø The ablation studies based on our simple baseline.

Ø ASL brings general improvement over various baselines. 
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Table 1: ASL brings general improvement over various baselines. In the first group, the baselines are employed in an off-the-
shelf manner.

Method µAP " True Positive " False Positive # Precision "
EsViTp 45.55% 2, 346 2, 663 46.84%

EsViTp+ASL 48.31% 1, 265 501 71.63%
CNNCL 54.30% 2, 620 2, 389 52.31%

CNNCL+ASL 56.95% 2, 110 545 79.47%
EfNet 51.97% 2, 579 2, 430 51.49%

EfNet+ASL 53.81% 1, 997 562 78.04%
BoT 42.06% 2, 075 2, 934 41.43%

BoT+ASL 45.07% 1, 620 838 65.91%
D2LV 58.87% 2, 836 2, 173 56.62%

D2LV+ASL 61.28% 2, 227 583 79.25%

Simple Basel. 47.00% 2, 269 2, 740 45.30%
Simple + ASL 49.30% 1, 829 648 73.84%
Strong Basel. 61.03% 2, 968 2, 041 59.25%
Strong + ASL 64.09% 2, 331 567 80.43%

Table 2: The ablation studies based on our simple baseline.
Method µAP " True Positive " False Positive # Precision "

Simple Basel. 47.00% 2, 269 2, 740 45.30%
ASL-Crop 49.10% 2, 098 1, 233 62.98%

ASL-Negative 48.14% 1, 877 845 68.96%
ASL-Positive 48.17% 1, 932 794 70.87%

Triplet 45.37% 1, 774 1, 200 59.65%
ASL 49.30% 1, 829 648 73.84%

it inevitably false recognizes some true edited copies as neg-
ative queries. This observation should draw two-fold atten-
tion. On the one hand, given the significant improvement on
“false positive” and precision, we think the slight degrada-
tion on true positive is worthy and the overall benefit is valu-
able. On the other hand, the hard negative problem in NDEC
is still far from being solved and calls for more efforts from
the research community.

Ablation Studies

We investigate three aspects of ASL, i.e., ASL under crop-
to-copy scenario, ASL using hard negative pairs and the su-
periority of norm ratio against triplet loss in Table 2. Specif-
ically, for the ASL using hard negative pairs, there is an
important design, i.e., given a hard negative training pair,
the distance-based metric learning item in Eq. 2 treats it
as a positive pair. We compare this design (“ASL-Positive”)
against its counterpart (“ASL-Negative”), in which the met-
ric learning item treats the negative pair as it is. From Table
2, we draw four observations as below:

First, comparing “ASL-Crop” against “Simple Basel.”,
we observe ASL under crop-to-copy scenario already brings
significant improvement. Specifically, it reduces the false
positive matches from 2, 740 to 1, 233 and increases the pre-
cision from 45.30% to 62.98%.

Second, comparing “ASL-Negative” against “ASL-
Positive”, we find that when learning from additional hard
negative samples, “ASL-Positive” treating these samples as
positive pair is better. It is because these samples, though
containing no edited copies, are inherently similar. There-
fore, ASL 1) treats them as positive pairs for distance-based
metric learning to make them close to each other in the deep
feature space and 2) leaves the function of distinguishing

them from true edited copies with the norm ratio item.
Third, replacing the norm ratio item with a canonical

triplet loss is inferior. Although using a triplet loss brings
some improvement w.r.t. the false positive and precision over
the baseline, it is much worse than ASL with norm ratio. It
validates that the symmetric-asymmetric conflict confuses
distance-based metric learning and using norm ratio is criti-
cal for ASL to alleviate this conflict.

Fourth, comparing “ASL” (ASL combining crop and
hard negative pairs) against other ASL editions, we observe
another round of substantial improvement, e.g., +10.86%
precision over “ASL-Crop” and +2.97% precision over
“ASL-Positive”. It indicates that both the crop-to-copy
learning and the hard negative learning are beneficial and
are complementary to each other.

Conclusion

This paper introduces the hard negative problem into the
Image Copy Detection task and makes three contributions.
First, we contribute the NDEC dataset, which highlights
the hard negative distractor challenge. NDEC adds abun-
dant hard negative queries to draw the attention to this criti-
cal challenge and meanwhile provides hard negative train-
ing pairs to promote exploring the solutions. Second, we
reveal a fundamental conflict between the distance-based
metric and the edited copy process, which makes the hard
negative problems very difficult. Third, we propose a novel
Asymmetrical-Similarity Learning method to alleviate the
above conflict. ASL learns an asymmetric similarity met-
ric based on norm ratio and substantially improves ICD. We
also notice that ASL is still far from solving the hard neg-
ative challenge and call for more research efforts from the
ICD community.
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A Unique Challenge: Unidirection
Ø The “reference → edited copy” is an unidirectional

process. 
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Hard Negative v.s. Positive

Ø Respective examples for edited copy and hard 
negative sample. 

(a) (b)

Ø ASL makes reasonable predictions of the norm ratio under 
various scenarios. 
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